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Abstract. This paper presents strategies for the design of bending-active structures through
the introduction of modern computational design methods, exploring their architectural
potential through contemporary means of design, engineering and robotic manufacturing. As
a case study the ICD/ITKE research pavilion’s information modeling process is depicted: how
form-finding experiments guided the development of various models that synthesize data for
design, simulation, analysis and fabrication. The paper explains the integration of relevant
material information into generative computational design processes and concludes by
comparing the resultant data models with a scan of the built prototype.
Keywords. Computational Design, Bending-Active Structures, Robotic Fabrication,
Computer-Aided Manufacturing, Information Modeling.

INTRODUCTION
A material construct can be considered a fragile
equilibrium state of internal and external forces and
constraints. In architecture, this understanding is of
particular relevance if the elastic bending behaviour
of material is allowed to play an active role in the design and construction process of so called ‘bendingactive’ structures (Knippers 2010). However, due to
the considerable technical and intellectual difficulties posed by such a synchronous consideration of
force, form and performance, there are only very few
cases of elastically-bent architectures such as the
Madan people’s vernacular structures of bent reed
bundles in Iraq (Figure 1) (Otto 1974), or the elastically
formed wooden structures by Frei Otto in Hooke Park,

England (Figure 2) (Gass 1985) as well as the more recently finished Downland Gridshell (Kelly 2001). While
the geometry of the gridshells was based on experimental models, modern finite- element programs
now render the possibility to form-find and analyze
structures that derive their complex curved geometry
solely from an erection process in which they are elastically deformed (Lienhard 2010). The research presented in this paper aims at further developing the
unsung lineage of these bending-active structures
through the introduction of modern computational
design methods, exploring their architectural potential through contemporary means of computational
design, engineering and robotic manufacturing.
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The result is a novel bending-active structure,
an intricate network of joint points and related
force vectors spatially mediated by the elasticity of
thin plywood lamellas, which was developed and
tested as a full scale research pavilion. The pavilion’s
unique equilibrium state unfolds a novel perception
of architectural space and extreme efficiency of employed material resources.

INTEGRAL COMPUTATIONAL DESIGN
In today’s practice, computational tools are still
mainly employed to create design schemes through
a range of design criteria that leave the inherent
characteristics of the employed material systems
largely unconsidered. Ways of materialisation, production and construction are strategized only after

a form has been defined, leading to top-down engineered, material solutions. Based on an understanding of form, material and structure, not as separate
elements, but rather as complex interrelations that
are embedded in and explored through integral
generative processes, the research presented in this
paper demonstrates an alternative approach to computational design (Menges 2009): here, the computational generation of form is directly driven and
informed by physical behaviour and material characteristics as well as by the fabrication constraints
(Menges 2010). The structure is entirely based on the
elastic bending behaviour of birch plywood strips
(Figure 3 & 4).
These strips are robotically manufactured as
planar elements, and subsequently connected so
Figure 1 (left)
Madan people reed bundle
(Oliver 2003)
Figure 2 (right)
Hooke Park Workshop
Building (Nerdinger 2005)

Figure 3 (left)
Physical / digital test of
elastic plywood bending
behaviour
Figure 4 (right)
Simulation of system
behaviour.
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that elastically bent and tensioned regions alternate
along their length. The force that is locally stored in
each bent region of the strip, and maintained by the
corresponding tensioned region of the neighbouring strip, greatly increases the structural stiffness of
the self-equilibrating system. This is explained by the
fact that the bent arch induces tensile stress into the
straight arch. This tension pre-stress increases the
lateral stiffness of the straight arch and hence the
geometrical stiffness of the entire system.

PROTOTYPE STRUCTURE
The spatial articulation and structural system is based
on a half-torus shape. Defining the urban edge of a
large public square, it touches the ground topography
that provides seating opportunities on the street facing corner (Figure 5). In contrast to this, the torus side
which faces the public square is lifted from the ground
to form a free-spanning opening. Inside, the toroidal
space can never be perceived in its entirety, leading to
a surprising spatial depth that is further enhanced by
the sequence of direct and indirect illumination resulting from the convex and concave undulations of the
envelope, which derives its form from the equilibrium
state of the embedded forces (Figure 6). The combination of both the stored energy resulting from the
elastic bending during the construction process as
well as the morphological differentiation of the joint
locations, allows a very light, yet structurally sound

construction. In this lightweight structure bending is
not avoided but instrumentalized, here referred to as
bending-active structure. The entire structure, with a
diameter of over 10 meters, can be constructed using
only 6.5 mm thin birch plywood sheets with a total
construction weight of only 400 kg.
The half-torus timber shell was constructed out
of 80 individual strips (Figure 8). Each of the strips
consisted of 6 or 7 segments and was coupled with
its neighbouring strip to form a self-stabilizing arch
(Figure 4). The coupling occurred at either end of the
segments along the side of each strip. The unequal
lengths of the neighbouring coupled segments
forced the longer segment into the post buckling
shape of an elastica arch. The final torus shape was
then constructed by coupling 40 self-stabilizing
arches in a radial arrangement. In order to prevent
undesirable local stress concentrations as well as
the adjacency of weak spots between neighbouring
strips, the coupling points need to shift their locations along the structure, resulting in 80 different
strip patterns and resultantly 500 different segments.

ROBOTIC FABRICATION
The fabrication process and the simultaneous assembly of the pavilion on-site were highly dependent on
the use of a robotic manufacturing laboratory (Figure 7). All settings of the robotic arm as well as the
spindle management (like routing speed, depth, and

Figure 5 (left)
Exterior view of prototype
structure
Figure 6 (right)
Interior view of prototype
structure
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feed motion) were adjusted to combine high accuracy with efficient logistics. Furthermore, the tight production schedule necessitated that within one run,
the entire part was not only cut in its contour but
also screw position marked, material layers removed
and finished, as well as joint angles precisely shaped.
Designing all these details to be fabricated by one
and the same spindle with a diameter of 20mm additionally reduced the production time.
This method allowed the fabrication of 500 geometrical unique parts with three types of connection
details and about 1500 different angle set-ups. As
opposed to the demanding fabrication process, assembly was straightforward and quick to execute,
without extensive scaffolding or additional equipment (Figure 8).

RESEARCH VERIFICATION
The development and construction of the research
project allowed verification of the presented computational design and fabrication process by comparing the following three models which were all
derived from a centralized information model:
•• the computational design model
•• the related FEM simulation model derived by
structural engineers
•• the actual geometry based on a pointscan
model of the constructed pavilion measured by
geodesic engineers

Central Information Model
Because of the very short timeframe available
to develop and build the Pavilion and its unique
characteristics in terms of material behaviour, the
team decided to integrate as many aspects of the
design process as possible into a central information model. The university’s recently acquired
robotic manufacturing workshop allowed fabrication of most of the elements needed for construction on site. This opened the possibility for
a direct transition from the digital domain to the
physical artefact.
Therefore, as opposed to conventional CADmodelling strategies in the building industry we
developed a unique computational information
model, which consisted of 2 integral parts: A parametric model which integrated the knowledge
derived from physical form-finding experiments
into a geometric output in form of a polyline
“skeleton” and secondly a multi-subroutine script
which used the parametric models’ polylines as
an input to create the geometric model (Nurbs
Surface Geometry). This was achieved by continually developing the information model parallel
to the design process, informing it through early
physical form-finding experiments, embedding
appropriate methods for geometric description
of physical behaviour and successively expanding its functionality as the project progressed.
Figure 7 (left)
Robotic manufacturing of
plywood strip
Figure 8 (right)
Assembly on site
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Subsequently, individual subroutines existed,
within the information model, for all aspects of
the pavilion design: From creating a 3-dimensional NURBS-Surface model (Geometric model)
for visualisation & solar analysis to generating all
relevant details and the related unrolled 2D strip
geometries for FEM-simulation and robotic fabrication (Figure 9 & 10).
This aspect of the project presents a novel approach to conventional Building Information Modelling (BIM). By developing highly specialised, individual subroutines, it was possible to derive the data
necessary for the design, fabrication, construction &
assembly of the structure without needing to revert
to preconfigured building blocks / elements as it is
usually seen in commercial BIM software.
For the planning of the prototype pavilion
the integral computer-based design strategy was
one of the essential measures which helped to

coordinate and mediate various design and fabrication factors. This information model combines
relevant material behavioural features in form of
abstracted geometric relationships that were transferred into parametric principles.
Design Model
This Model represents the geometric output of the
information model based on data derived from
physical form-finding experiments.
The goal of the form-finding experiments was
to measure the increase and limits of the rise of an
arch that is observed in a single span beam under
compression in its post buckled shape (Figure 3). In
the following step, a curve-matching algorithm was
developed in order to approximate these shapes
computationally. The aim was to find a geometric
description of the longitudinal system-axis that was
controlled by a small set of parameters:

Figure 9 (left)
Computational detailing for
manufacturing
Figure 10 (right)
Manufacturing Data for individual strips

Figure 11 (left)
Curve matching algorithm

Figure 12 (right)
Algorithmic distribution of
joints in design modell
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Subsequently, a 2-dimensional BSPLINECurve was constructed with 3 control points. The
first (A) and last control point (C) defined the start
and endpoint of the curve, whereas the 2nd control point (B) was used to create an arch-like shape.
This was achieved by placing (B) at midpoint between (A) & (C) at curve parameter t=0.5 along the
curve AB and stepwise offsetting it perpendicularly in one direction.
The offset amount (length) as well as the curve
weight associated at (B) were enough to sufficiently
describe the desired longitudinal system-axis computationally (Figure 11). As the inherent logics of
computational BSPLINE-curves are derived from mechanical spline behaviour it could be expected that
matching the results from physical experiments lead
to a sufficient correlation of the mechanical behaviour and geometric data embedded in the design
model (Figure 12).
Simulation Model (FEM)
While the geometry of the design model was an
abstraction of the actual equilibrium shape, which
also neglects additional deformation due to dead
load, it already gave feedback about the range of
design possibilities made available by this process.
More importantly it also defined the unrolled geometry of the strips including all connection points.
This information was directly transferred into the
input geometry of the finite element simulation
model. Given the unrolled geometry and connection points of the coupled arches it was possible
to simulate the erection process and thereby the

residual stress in a finite element based form-finding process. As the geometry of a bending-active
structure aimed for becomes more complex in a
coupled system, so do the equilibrium paths followed during the deformation process. At this point
it is no longer possible to simply deform a structure
into its post buckling shape by a number of linear
support displacements. As a form-finding strategy for coupled bending-active systems in FEM the
use of elastic pre-stressing cables was introduced.
These cable elements work with a temporary reduction of elastic stiffness which enables large deformations under constant pre-stress.
This method was developed for the formfinding of tensile membrane structures using e.g.
the transient stiffness method (Lewis 2003). For
the form-finding of coupled bending-active systems the great advantage is that the cables allow
the equilibrium paths that are followed during the
deformation process complete freedom . The prestress which is independent of the change in element length also allows the simultaneous use of
several cable elements in the different positions of
the system. In an iterative deformation process the
cable pre-stress is gradually increased in several iteration steps until all cable elements have contracted to zero length (Figure 13 & 14). This form found
structural analysis model allowed verification of the
geometrical shape including its residual stress, as
well as analysing the deformations and stress levels
under external wind loads.
Comparing models both without and including residual stress, it could be shown that the
Figure 13 (left)
FEM simulation : planar
strips (start of simulation)
Figure 14 (right)
FEM simulation : self-stabilising form (end of simulation)
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pavilion developed additional geometrical stiffness
due to the fact that the arch segments induce a
tension force into the straight segments. Here the
deflection under dead load was reduced by 15%
due to the residual stresses. This effect however
was reduced over time due to relaxation of the plywood. Therefore creep and relaxation tests were
started parallel to the erection of the pavilion. It
was thereby possible to calibrate the residual stress
in the finite element model to the actual situation
of the pavilion structure. Deformation tests with local loading could thereby also prove the correlation
of the finite element modelling with the physical
structure before and after partial relaxation of the
residual stresses.

Pointscan Model (Geodesic survey of actual built
geometry)
The third model was a point-cloud dataset based on
the exact measurement of the built prototype that
was established through full scale scanning and geodesic measurement techniques (Figure 15 & 16). This
model allowed understanding of the precision and
deviations of the two models explained above compared to the built artefact. Thus, it provided the critical link between the approximated geometric model
and the FEM analysis model. In addition it demonstrates the pavilion’s structural performance over a
longer time period by documenting the geometry
changes resulting from creep and relaxation of the
plywood strips.

Figure 15 (left)
Full scale scanning and geodesic measurement
Figure 16 (right)
Pointscan Model in CAD
environment

Figure 17 (left)
Design Model (top) &
Pointcloud Model (bottom)t
Figure 1 (right)
Final Prototype Structure
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Model comparison
The comparison of the 3 previously described can be
summarized as follows:
Comparison between Geometric Model & Pointscan
Model
The Geometric model did not embed behavioural features beyond the description of each locally bent segment. It intentionally factored out additional parameters such as the weight of the overall
structure, relaxation of wood due to exposure to humidity & sunlight as well as the effects of additional
deformation of the self equilibrating arches when
coupled to neighbouring arches. All of these aspects
do effect the overall geometry.
The observed deviation between pointscan
and geometric model is therefore tolerable and was
expected (Figure 17). Overall, the self-calibrating nature of the system compensates for these minor metric differences and alludes to the requirement of redefining an understanding of tolerances when dealing with behavioural-based computational models
and related material systems (Figure 18).
Comparison between Simulation Model & Pointscan
Model
Even though the previously mentioned factors
were embedded in the simulation model, a marginal
deviation to the data of the Pointscan was observed.
The minor discrepancies are due to the (necessary)
simplification of the model: e.g. Mechanical behavior
on the detail level, such as the slip at each strip-to-strip
connection, was not accounted for. Furthermore, the
geometry of the individual strips were abstracted, as
the curved outlines proved to be a challenge for the
necessary meshing that proceeds every FE-Simulation.

CONCLUSION
The Pavilion proved to be a successful vehicle for an
integrative approach to computational design. Material behaviour was efficiently captured within the
Information Model through the full utilisation of existing B-spline algorithms.
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The development of the central information
model allowed for linking the geometric data at the
design stage directly to the necessary FE-Simulation
environment and prepares data for robotic manufacturing throughout the entire process. This generative
process, combined with the use of high-tech fabrication technology in timber construction, allowed the
production of 3 comparable models: The geometric
Design Model, the Simulation Model & Pointscan
Model of the built pavilion itself.
The synthesis of material, form and performance enables a complex structure to be unfolded
from an uncomplicated system, which is both
economical and material efficient, to build while
providing an enriched semi-interior extension of
the public square. This project shows how these
unique characteristics could be reached through
the combination of modern computer based design and calculation methods. Furthermore, the
pavilion shows how bending-active structures
may reach extremely complex geometries based
on the non linear deformation of post buckling
shapes. We may conclude that the use of modern
computational design and analysis methods may
carry this design approach beyond the complexity of single layered grid shells, while still using
the advantage of generating complex curved
geometries from linear or planar construction
components.
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